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Abstract. In today's business, consumers are challenging manufacturers by
increasingly demanding low volumes of innovative, fashionable and
inexpensive products; adopting high quality standards; responding in smaller
intervals of time, and with high configurability and parameterization. This
omnipresent scenario poses challenging opportunities for collaborative
networked organizations. The present paper addresses the main collaborative
business processes tailored for responsiveness and efficient use of knowledge
on customized manufacturing environments through a lean-based framework
proposal for collaborative networks inspired in the Set-Based Concurrent
Engineering (SBCE) methodology. In particular this work describes the
ongoing implementation of the proposed concepts through a web-based
collaborative portal.
Keywords: Collaborative Networks; Customer-Driven; Framework; Set-Based
Design.

1 Introduction
The recent decades have shown at manufacturing level an expansion of collaborative
strategies addressing the small batches to lot one production of highly-customized
complex products. This is especially critical for innovative and/or fashionable
products with short to micro life-cycles. In fact, consumer needs and expectations are
arising as challenging opportunities for worldwide manufacturing companies which
are required to put more emphasis on the service levels they provide, by reducing
response times and by tackling customers’ specific demand needs of small series of
innovative/fashionable inexpensive high quality products, in shorter periods of time.
Facing a competitive market, companies’ managers are constantly challenged to
reduce the lead time between technical or market opportunity arising and satisfying
the customer need with full-rate production of a quality product. The time to market
on the case of innovative and fashionable goods is a critical factor, since all
competitors get access to new technical ideas and new market information at about
the same time.
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One other hand, with the increasing empowerment of the user/customer role, the
design focus has been shifting from a designer-centered approach to a co-designing
attitude in which the roles of the designer, the researcher and the ‘customer’ have
been moving increasingly closer. The implications of this shift for traditional
manufacturing networks are enormous. The current evolution in the design approach
has a significant impact in the product configurations, product volumes and response
time, changing the landscape of collaborative networking.
In order to conceive, design, develop, manufacture and supply such products, new
approaches and underneath supporting services for collaborative networking are
increasingly mandatory in order to companies succeed in addressing the market
demand through customer-driven value chains.
This paper addresses the multidisciplinary complexity of customer-driven value
chains creation for innovative/fashionable products, in particular, by tackling the main
collaborative business processes tailored for responsiveness and efficient use of
knowledge on customized manufacturing environments through a lean-based
framework proposal.
The proposed framework extends the lean product development principles
followed by the Toyota Motor Corporation and presented by D. Sobek as Set-Based
Concurrent Engineering (SBCE)[1] to the presently growing and increasingly
significant environment of Collaborative Networks (CNs).
This innovative lean-based framework is intended to cope with the challenges
posed by the omnipresent consumers demand of products with manufacturing of low
volume, high variability and increasingly reduced time-to-market expectations.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: primary the existing
related literature and research questions are presented as background and research
topics, followed by the presentation of the set-based principles in collaborative
networks. Afterwards, the customer-driven value chain framework is portrayed.
Finally, conclusions and future developments are presented regarding the framework
instantiation and further improvement.

2 Background and Research Topics
The acceleration of globalization and rapid technological evolution are leading to an
increased unpredictability and instability. The emergence of global and competitive
markets are forcing the companies, especially in the case of SMEs, to adjust to this
new aggressive environment in order to proactively respond to challenging market
requirements with increased responsiveness and flexibility [2].
This competitive reality is intensified by the fact that the demand of consumer
goods, especially innovative and fashion products, have in the recent past forcing
manufacturers into delivering an increased number of product variants with a
dramatic reduction of products life-cycle. Furthermore, paradigms such as mass
customization and personalization are forcing companies to increased flexibility in
order to produce small batches, till one-of-a-kind product, to satisfy customer
demand.
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In many industries, an ever growing number of new products (often only
incremented modified) are introduced within increasingly shorter time intervals. In
many cases, product life-cycles have been cut to one third or even one fourth over the
past decades [3]. Briefly, the modern business landscape is characterized by small
batches, short to micro product life-cycles, fast-passed new product releases designed
to attend increasingly knowledgeable, well informed, and demanding customers.
All these issues create a challenge for companies' managers: how to address this
present-day consumers’ demand for personalized value-added products, but also cope
with it in terms of high quality levels, innovative functionalities and responsiveness?
Certainly, align with the objective to address this new customer demand
challenges, there is a pressing need of new methods and tools for manufacturing value
chains supported in the collaborative network organizational paradigm [4]. This new
forms of networked organizations present a promising approach to deal with the need
to customer driven focus, reduced time to market of new products and cost effective
manufacturing in a cooperative and collaborative environment.
2.1 Customer-Driven Value Chains
Nowadays competition within the innovative and fashionable goods sectors is
between global networks and one of the critical matters are on how to put and execute
innovative managerial models and methods to provide and sustain collaborative
practices, especially among SMEs, which represents the majority of companies in
Europe [5, 6].
The most recent research in the topic of supply networks addressed distinct forms
of business organizations that participate in value creation. They are distinguished for
example, by the degree of virtualization or hierarchical structure (hierarchical vs. nonhierarchical networks), the value chain orientation (horizontal, vertical, lateral) and
life span (long-term vs. short-term) [7].
Research in collaborative networks of innovative and fashionable products have
identified six key phases in order to organizations address a specific market need till
final dispatch to the customer (see Fig. 1). It also have shown that each one of these
phases present relevant challenges regarding their complexity, time constraints and
resources consumption [8].

Fig. 1. Market oriented manufacturing network phases

In face of these critical impact phases, the prevailing market environment asks for
flexible and reactive organizational structures which rapidly adjust to new
manufacturing challenges and revise the business requirements accordingly. These
new market characteristics are compelling manufacturing networks to embody shorter
life-time existences and take advantage of new infrastructure technologies to support
distributed decision making, information sharing and knowledge management [2].
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In order to answer to the consumer’s pressing needs and expectations, the
paradigm of customer-driven value chains is emerging in literature as a collaborative
approach [9-11]. Based on this new paradigm, new approaches to addressed and
engage market demand are envisioned. These approaches are based not only on
traditional sales distribution channels (as stores or sellers) but increasingly on an
Internet mediated interaction with consumers covering aspects such as product codesign, product customization till final sale.
Exploratory work provided evidence to researchers that responsiveness is
intrinsically related to competiveness. Namely, organizations can increase their ability
to compete based on product innovation, low time to market, low price and high
delivery dependability by increasing the firms’ responsiveness [12].
A direct outcome of firms and by extension collaborative networks responsiveness
is the reduction of the time to market. The time to market is the lead time between a
technical or market opportunity arising and satisfying the customer need with full-rate
production or quality product. The time to market lead time is critical since all
competitors eventually get access to new technical ideas and new market information
at about same time. The winner is the one which is consistently faster than
competition. As Li et al. states: "time to market is the ability of an organization to
introduce new products faster than major competitors”[13]. In reality there is a
extensive acknowledgment that time to market is a fundamental determinant for
competitive advantage [14].
According to Ward [15] the time to market can be decomposed into the sum of
four periods: reaction time (period between the opportunity appearing and company
decision to invest); exploration time (period which the development team explores
alternative implementations); lock-in time (during which a final solution is detailed);
and fix-up time (during which the company tries to deal with the problems aroused
during the implementation of the solution) (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Time to Market periods (based in [15]).

Inversely to the concept of 'time to market' there is the concept of 'market miss'. In
reality, markets are missed because the development team fails to understand the
customer, or because it is not innovative enough and therefore missing the customer
needs on time or generating cost and quality problems [15].
Customarily, the development value stream inside companies or inside
collaborative networks, produces operational value streams. Operational value
streams run from suppliers to manufacturers, into product characteristics, and finally
out to customers. Manufacturing units are the primary customers of the development
value streams. Actuality, the development process only has value if it enables
manufacturing operations to deliver better products to the final customer.
In conventional development processes the approach followed is the "waterfall" or
"V" methodology. In this approach, starting from the concept specification, first it is
designed the system, freezing the interfaces between the subsystems, then designed
the subsystems, following a top down method.
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Fig. 3. Waterfall or traditional approach

A similar "waterfall" approach is followed in the development process of
collaborative networks. The initial definition of the business opportunity leads to the
collaborative design of the product and subsequently to the process planning and the
network configuration definition. The Fig. 3 presents the similarities between the
product design process and the collaborative network formation process using the
conventional "waterfall" approach.
Although abundantly used this "waterfall" approach, it presents for several
researchers significant drawbacks. The followed top down approach means that
critical systems decisions about module or subsystems interfaces are made on the
basis of early insufficient data about what is possible. The resulting designs on
products, processes or network configuration are usually distorted and inconsistent,
leading to usually low levels of reutilization of parts, manufacturing systems or
reconfiguration of networks [16-18].
In reality, is common for companies select suppliers through a bid process usually
based on cost. This approach requires the release of product specifications or
drawings. In many cases, this practice blocks the opportunity to identify what
suppliers and partners can actually do, and therefore which system design, module
specification or network configuration actually makes sense. Also, since the selection
of network members is based in many cases on the basis of quotation, which is in
many cases, is more a "promise" than a commitment.
A major consequence of the typical product development cycle based on the
"waterfall" approach in supply networks is the occurrence of problems that are
discovered late or in advanced phases of the design process. These problems force
design loopbacks and network reconfiguration (see Fig. 4) which often consumes 50
to 75% of engineering resources [19].

Fig. 4. Loopbacks in "waterfall" collaborative networks formation
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In summary, the traditional "waterfall" approach presents several drawbacks which
include: inefficient use of resources due to the late problems discovery and the
necessary loopbacks; the discard of knowledge due to the early product concept
definition and design specifications which limits the network partners involvement
and knowledge generation; and finally generates poor and unreliable solutions in
terms of products and network configurations since it is based before the customer
interests are understood.
2.2 Collaborative Issues
The recent past has shown an extraordinary expansion in collaborative networks and
customer communities, especially due to the advances in ICT technologies, namely
the internet support and social networking. Manufacturers, designers and customers
are coming together in online communities, where they publish and share their
products and services experiences, assessing the manufactures, vendors and service
providers effectiveness [20]. Increasingly, consumers are participating both in the
front-end period with contributions to the idea generation and conceptualization, and
the back-end period with involvement in the sketch, design and testing phases of new
product development by enhancing the innovation process and thus co-creating value
[21].
Simultaneously, due to the business increasing emphasis on technological
innovation and the improvements in ICT technologies, a growing number of designers
and network stakeholders use knowledge management tools and integrated systems to
support innovation in collaborative design [22].
The recent research shows that collaborative design is a knowledge-based path,
requiring not only experts with knowledge and experience on different
multidisciplinary areas, but also requiring the integration and coordination of the
design and development phases of different actors. The challenge of providing
reliable and fully operational collaborative design and knowledge management
systems increasingly relies in integrated platforms but also practices and methods that
promote and sustain the development coordinately [23].

3 Set-Based Approach in Collaborative Networks
The concept of set based thinking was initially conceived by researchers from MIT
and University of Michigan in the late 90’s. Starting from Toyota’s product
development success practices, Allen Ward and is team developed what they latter
labeled as SBCE (Set-Based Concurrent Engineering). From the field analysis
conducted from D. Sobek simultaneously at Toyota Motor Company and Chrysler, it
was evident that Toyota's product development practices surpass its competitors.
Toyota is an industry leader in product development lead time and new product
launches, while using fewer resources than its competitors. It has also shown
consistent market share growth and profit per vehicle. Toyota never performs
unplanned design loopbacks; had a systematic knowledge sharing across projects;
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achieve 80% engineering development value-added productivity (4 times the typical
automobile manufacturer); and never misses its milestones dates [24, 25].
Sobek summarized the definition of SBCE as engineers and product designers
“reasoning, developing, and communicating about sets of solutions in parallel and
relatively independent” [1]. In fact, according to the lean approach from Toyota, the
most important input to production is knowledge. Starting from this paradigm, Toyota
doesn't understood product development as a series of steps that result in a final
product, but rather as an inclusive environment that yield a stream of products.
In order to acquire this 'knowledge breeding environment', the set-based approach
followed by Toyota seeks continuously to obtain usable knowledge from the
following sources:
• Integration knowledge - includes learning about customers, suppliers, partners,
designers, the manufacturing network, the market;
• Innovation knowledge - the conception of new ideas and solutions;
• Feasibility knowledge - allows comprehension of the manufacturing constraints
and capabilities enabling better decisions among the possible solutions.
The effort to collect this knowledge starts immediately at the customer
requirements early definition. Traditionally, using the "waterfall" approach, the
customer requirements are frozen early, followed by a more detailed design and
interface specification of the process. In contrast, in the set-based approach, Toyota
builds a set of possibilities to satisfy their customer needs, and through a series of
experimentation, combination and knowledge acquisition, they narrow the
possibilities until arriving at final solution (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Set-based development life-cycle

In order to the set-based development approach be successful, it relies on basic
tools. As is usual in the lean philosophy, the tools should be simple and as possible
rely on visual sense. Understanding and documenting technical knowledge in the case
of the set-based approach is achieved in the forms of trade-off curves, checklists and
limit curves. This form of representation naturally transfers tacit to explicit
knowledge. Afterwards the approach integrates the knowledge through causal
mapping for problem solving as depicted in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Set-based development supporting tools

In summary, a set-based development approach enhances early and efficient
learning so that enough information is attained before decision making. It requires
collaborative learning and the involvement of many areas of expertise, but also the
relevant stakeholders’ commitment. In addition, by allowing delayed decisionmaking, until enough knowledge is acquired, enables wise decisions and not guessing.
It also supports collaborative, converging decision-making by assuring that decisions
in one area will not impact decisions on others areas.
Collaborative networks due to their intrinsic characteristics have immensely to
benefit from this comprehensive approach proposed by the set-based development
theory. The following chapter details how it is possible to apply set-based theory and
methods in the collaborative networks environment through a customer-driven value
chain framework.

4 Customer-Driven Value Chain Framework
The customer-driven value chain framework proposed aims to support companies in
defining and forming collaborative networks for the demand of innovative and
fashionable products with short life-cycles, small batch production and high
configurability and parameterization. The framework is based on matching theoretical
approaches from literature, namely the collaborative networks organizational
paradigm and the lean approach of set-based design, but also, by matching practical
requirements and constraints observed R&D industrial case projects namely on the
textile, clothing and footwear industry (TCFI) sector.
The emerged needs from the analyzed business cases consider three different
decision levels: strategic, tactical and operative. Figure 7 presents the overall
conceptual view of this proposed framework mapping its decisional levels with the
three framework structural dimensions considered, namely concepts, methods and
tools. All these levels are instantiated along the dimensions and are embedded with
the contributions from the collaborative networks paradigm and the lean set-based
development system approach.
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Fig. 7. Customer-driven value chain framework conceptual view

The customer-driven value chain framework proposal relies on two basic elements:
methods and tools. The methods define guidelines which are instantiated though the
definition of the business processes mainly through BPMN notation. On the other
hand, in order to support the realization of the designed methods, specific ICT tools
based mainly in web-technology are required and have been under design and
implementation.
A critical element of the framework is related with the functional view of the value
chain formation. Namely the partner search can occur in different phases of the
network business scenarios namely at:
• Strategic level: during definition of the product portfolio when the
manufacturer needs to select strategic partners which will support both the
conception/design and the manufacturing of the products.
• Tactical level: collaboratively participating in the detailed product design and
the matching production process design.
• Operational level: since a customer order is collected, it is necessary to select
amongst the partners those who will be set off for that specific order.
For all of these three levels of collaborative work, different criteria and partner
search capabilities shall be used, in order to ensure a comprehensive knowledge-based
networked development engineering process.
In the case of the strategic level, the partner search is based on criteria for the
identification and selection of partners based on a partner profile which summarizes
the historical performance of the partner. The partner search at this early stage is
useful in the definition of formal framework agreements. Namely, this formal
agreements, bind partners in the commitment to reserve an amount of their production
capacity for the production of a certain product along the production period and also
participate in the early modular definition of products and respective interfaces. The
selection of partners is based not only on the product characteristics but also on the
historical performance of the partner in terms of quality, expertise, responsiveness and
price. In this context, complementary indicators are flexibility and adaptability to
requests from the focal company, which in summary is the ability to quickly
reconfigure or set-up processes, to support new products variants or to vary quantities.
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Concerning the tactical level, the collaboration is tighten and comprehensive. Each
partner make drafts, simulate and conduct tests of solutions. The proponent of
business opportunity expects that the network partners explore the trade-offs among
different product requirements, support decisions with test data and validate designs
by delivering fully functional prototypes as early as possible in the process. In some
cases, partners are asked to several alternative prototypes and their tradeoffs. While in
traditional companies, a supplier of a particular component is picked at an early stage,
using the set-based approach, network participants are asked to present alternatives
solutions, present the feasibilities of the solutions, and develop sub-systems in parallel
with the focus company designers.
Regarding the operational level, the identification and selection of partners
participating on specific order requests is accomplished during the production phase
among the partners already selected for the specific product during the strategic and
tactical collaborative design phases. On the other hand, the selection of the
manufacturing network members is based primarily on costs and capacity availability
for the time period required by the customer. Product characteristics, quality and other
parameters are previously defined during network formation.
In order to test and validate the concepts presented in this new holistic framework,
a specific set of methods, tools and technologies were defined with the purpose to
support the formation and the operation of collaborative networks. This framework
supports the production of innovative and fashionable products by enabling
collaborative product design, distributed manufacture and delivery of functional
products aligned with the consumer needs. A crucial element devised to set up these
services for the supply networks stakeholders is the Collaborative Portal (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Collaborative Portal Schema

The Collaborative Portal is a web-based front-end accessible through an Internet
browser application. Using the Liferay web content management framework, the
collaborative portal application server supports legacy integration and messaging with
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companies external applications such as MES and ERP’s. Namely the collaborative
portal supports the partner search functionalities for collaborative networks formation
based on the following technological components and data:
• An ontology for the description of KPI concepts and relations;
• A repository of skills and performance data;
• An collaborative algorithm to perform search and matching for network
formation;
• Integration of set-based knowledge approach through the support of trade-off
curves and causal maps definition;
• Integration with the ERP databases for collection and synchronization of
relevant data;
• A tool for collaborative production of customer orders.
In order to support the operation formation of the collaborative network, the
collaborative algorithm used to search and matching for network formation abides to
the following steps:
• A potential customer present a business opportunity to the company frontoffice (focal company that identifies the business opportunity and hosts the
interaction with the customer);
• Following the definition of the key requirements on the required custom made
product, the front-office starts an elicitation process for the selection of the
core-partners that will participate in the conception and design activities and
are committed in responding to the overall business opportunity. This selection
is based on their identifiable competencies, historical performance and
availability through a knowledge based engineering approach;
• After the new product design activities, the required list of operations in the
manufacturing network are instantiated by the focal company and core
partners, added with a preliminary sequence plan with time restrictions (start
and finish dates), which take into account the due date specified by the
customer and aggregated capacities defined on each partner’s profile (again
using a knowledge based engineering approach);
• At the beginning of the planning phase, the criteria for partner selection is
defined and agreed by the core partners and subsequently will be used to assess
the final solution. The criteria take into account historical performance, time
period availability and partner expertise and knowledge. Through a knowledge
based engineering approach the defined criteria is imported to the partner
search module;
• Several partners are asked to bid for several operations. The selection of the
partners for the network configuration is accomplished through a multi-criteria
process according to the guidelines of the set-based approach. This leads to a
“rough” manufacturing plan that the focal company proposes to all the partners
of the newly formed collaborative manufacturing network.
• Afterwards the initially “rough” plan is decomposed in a set of partial requests
for quotation on each operation for each partner. Subsequently the partner
performs a local time-framed analysis of their local capacity and availability in
order to assess if it is possible to respond to the proposed dates and lead time.
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Later a response quotation is created stating if the proposed plan is accepted
with the cost of it, or replying with alternative solutions for the request both in
terms of quantities or time constraints. Each response generates a possible plan
that is assessed through a multi-criteria plan evaluation;
The negotiation process continues until a satisfactory solution is achieved and
a final manufacturing plan is accepted and implemented.

With this approach, it is addressed the role of the network ownership in an elegant
way. Even though, the proposed approach relies on a centralized infrastructure when
considering the information and communication technology elements, in reality, it
promotes a decentralized approach on the formation and operation of the
manufacturing network. This decentralized approach seeks to embody the concept of
collaborative networks in which each partner is capable of proposing and participating
actively on the characterization of each required product and/or operation, by working
together with high degrees of integration and with matching goals.
In conclusion, through the development of the Collaborative Portal, the proposed
framework offers a set of methods based on a web-based toolset designed to assist
network managers and stakeholders in face of business opportunities to: create,
update and reuse knowledge in development of new products using the set-based
approach; to assist the configuration and the formation of collaborative networks by
supporting the manufacturers in the identification and selection of the network
partners; by supporting the operation of the network and the construction of
manufacturing plans; and by assessing past and present network members
performance through the computation of key performance indicators.

5 Conclusions and Future Developments
This work proposes a customer-driven value chain framework in order to create
innovative collaborative environments which enable manufacturing companies to
produce and supply small series of specialized and customized high value added
products. The empirical origin of the framework empowers it to address the time to
market issue for innovative and fashionable goods as a critical factor and guarantees
full applicability of its guiding principles through the use of a lean inspired
knowledge-based engineering approach.
In particular, the framework represents the translation of a methodology that can be
instantiated to companies with the support of methods and tools for product codesign, collaborative process planning, networked manufacturing planning activities
and assessment of partners’ collaborative performance. The framework aspires to
assist collaborative networks in understanding consumer needs, engage consumers in
product co-design activities, assist in the creation and reuse of knowledge in the
formation of the networks, encourage joint collaboration with network partners, and
support innovative knowledge-based engineering design of new products through a
lean inspired set-based approach.
The conceptual model of the framework, developed from previous and ongoing
R&D projects with industrial partners has been applied to the real cases of TCFI
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industry. The instantiations made according to the three levels of the framework
covered the definition of new business models and the description of the most
relevant dimensions involved in its application concerning the strategy definition, the
collaborative network formation, the product and process design process and the
knowledge gathering.
Through the development of the collaborative portal, specifically a web-based
toolset, it was possible to instantiate the framework concepts in a practical tool which
supported the necessary mechanisms for network formation, the co-design approach,
the knowledge gathering and reutilization, and the proficiency in designing and
manufacturing of small lots of products. The fundamental objective of this
collaborative portal was to offer an integrated set of collaborative services that
support the network managers and stakeholders of innovative and/or fashionable
product manufacturers with the necessary guidance and assistance to address the
multitude of processes, activities, functions, decisions, relationships and interactions
alongside with the products, services and information flows.
The proposed customer-driven value chain framework for small series production
represents a contribution towards the definition of adequate business models
addressing responsiveness and efficient use of knowledge on customized
manufacturing and collaborative environments.
As future developments, it is intended for the research team to pursue the
refinement of the proposed framework based on the contributions of the industrial
users and the ongoing development of more efficient and reliable knowledge-based
tools embed on the lean approach of set-based design in collaborative environments.
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